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ABSTRACT 

The large usage of multimedia applications on internet  and 

mobiles has increased  the demand of compressed data, in 

order to reduce the requirement of bandwidth and time to 

transfer the data. So block based method for video 

compression is getting more importance due to its 

effectiveness and easy implementation. Fractal video 

compression follows the property of self-similarity. That's the 

biggest reason for high compression ratio and also attracts 

more researchers to work for fractal compression. In block 

matching motion estimation various algorithm has been 

proposed having different search pattern and strategies. As the 

search pattern gives large impact on efficiency of the 

algorithm. The paper presents an efficient method on fractal 

video compression, which follows half-way stop technique.   

General Terms 

Fractal Video Compression using Block matching motion 

Estimation 

Keywords 

Bin-tree partitioning, fractal video compression, inter-pixel 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Block matching motion estimation becomes the most 

attractive area for research. If the frame rate is high, then there 

will be great amount of similarity in successive frames. The 

temporal redundancy needs to be eliminated between 

successive frames. The frames are divided into rectangular 

blocks and block displacement need to be calculated from 

previous frame with the current frame. This process is 

computational intensive and takes 80% of the encoding time.  

The concept of block matching is based on matching of a 

block with other blocks. So the image is partitioned into 

domain blocks and range blocks. Domain blocks are non-

overlapping blocks, while range blocks are overlapping 

blocks. As an image can have some similar  blocks also. It is 

not necessary that all the blocks in an image are completely 

dissimilar with each other. So main task is finding those 

blocks in entire video by using intra-pixel and inter-pixel 

property, to save the storing space as well as for compression  

purpose. Intra-pixel similarity refers to similarity in 

successive frames of a video while in inter-pixel similarity 

refers to similarity within a frame only. 

An image can be partitioned into blocks by bin-tree 

partitioning or Quad-tree partitioning or triangular 

partitioning, Where bin-tree partitioning some times refers to 

horizontal vertical partitioning. While in Quad-tree 

partitioning the image is divided into four quadrants. the 

partitioning is continued till no dissimilarity remained in 

image. This paper has proposed an efficient Four-Step Search, 

which gives better results than FS, 3SS, 4SS & DS. The rest of 

the paper is organized as follows. The second section explains 

about fractal video compression. The third section explains 

4SS. The fourth section explains E4SS. Then experimental 

results are shown.  

2. FRACTAL VIDEO COMPRESSION 
The fractals uses the concept of self similarity. Fractal image 

compression reduces the redundancy of images by using self-

similarity property and is a favorable method for compressing 

an image due to its high compression ratio, fast decompression 

and resolution independence[4]. The process of Fractal Video 

Compression is same as Fractal Image Compression. The major 

difference between them is that, video compression takes 

advantage of the similarity between successive frames and 

hence we obtain higher compression rates, if compared with 

image compression[5].There are many block matching 

algorithm (BMA) has been proposed. BMA serves as the basic 

method in many international standards like MPEG-1, MPEG-

2, H.261 and H.263. Full search is optimal process to find the 

global solution. It searches for all the candidate points in the 

search area. But it takes a lot of time for block matching 

motion estimation. There are many fast block matching 

algorithm have been proposed like Three-Step Search[6], 

Efficient Three-Step Search[7], New Three-Step Search[8], 

Improved Three-Step Search[9], Four-Step Search[10], 

Diamond Search[11], Hexagonal Search etc. Most of the 

algorithm follows the center biased search strategy. Which will 

directly gives large impact on the search speed.  

The Three-Step Search (3SS) is the simplest algorithm and also 

easy to implement in [6]. It uses 9x9 window, which is reduced 

by half in every step, maintaining the pattern as rectangular 

shape. New Three-Step Search (N3SS) uses the center biased 

characteristics in [8] and improve the performance of 3SS by 

adding central 8 points and allowing termination after first or 

second step. Improved Three-Step Search (I3SS) employs 5x5 

window in [9] and also reduces no. of search points. In last step 

the window size is reduced to  3x3. Four-Step Search (4SS) 

gives better result than 3SS and similar to N3SS in [10]. It has 

four steps rather than three steps in 3SS and also utilizes center 

biased characteristics. Diamond search (DS) uses small and 

large diamond shaped pattern instead of rectangular shape in 

other algorithm in [11]. Also does the overlapping of checking 

points between the steps, in order to reduce the complexity. It 

has better performance than 3SS, 4SS and N3SS. The size of 

block also gives impact on the speed. As large block size has 

less accuracy and small block size has more accuracy. So there 

is trade-off between the accuracy and time. 
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3. WEIGHTED FINITE AUTOMATA 
The Weighted Finite Automata has been successfully worked 

for image and video compression. A WFA composed of states 

of images and their expanded sub-images. These sub-images 

can be combined together and reconstruct the original images 

as a close approximation. When these WFA further encoded 

then they are regarded as compressed image[32]. The 

weighted finite automata exploits the self *+`concept, which 

is used in fractal compression. To achieve the compression, it 

represents an image as a weighted sum of sub-images. So that 

the part of images which are similar are stored only once, in 

order to achieve high compression ratio and to store the space 

in domain pool also. This is done in both inter-pixel and intra-

pixel sub-images in a video.  In this manner it construct a 

graph, which represent the image, where top of graph shows 

the entire image. The different sub-images are compressed 

and final automata is very much compact. There are two 

forms of WFA that have been applied to image compression. 

The first was developed by Culik[29] while the second was 

developed by Hafner [30]. These two forms of WFA are then 

employed to represent any given images and will be quantized 

before being entropy coded into the compressed images. For 

convenience, Culik’s WFA will be referred to as a linear WFA 

while Hafner’s WFA will be termed a hierarchic WFA due to 

its hierarchic nature. Note  

 

 
Fig 1. Linear WFA 

 

that a hierarchic WFA can be converted to a linear WFA but 

not vice versa. Figure 1 shows linear WFA. 

 
Fig.2 Extended WFA 

 

The main issue is to partition an image into blocks. There are 

various approaches proposed like bin-tree partitioning, quad-

tree partitioning etc. Quad-tree partitioning is very much 

popular approach. And also it is shown that rectangular 

decomposed image has higher quality[35]. 

4. FRACTAL COMPRESSION 

ALGORITHMS 
There are many algorithms of Fractal Compression, which are 

proposed and implemented. This paper uses 4SS to explore the 

algorithm and enhance the performance. 

Four-Step Search Algorithm 
The 4SS algorithm exploits the center biased property. Here 9 

points are located on the center of 5x5 window of 15x15 search 

space in first step. In second step additional 5 or 3 points are 

considered according to the position of min. BDM point. In 

step three the process is repeated. If min. BDM point found at 

center then search  will go to fourth step[27]. The fig.3 shows 

the path for motion vector in 4SS. Here is the algorithm for 

4SS.  

 
Fig.3 The path used in 4SS 

Step 1: Firstly 9 checking points are considered on the center of 

5x5 window in 15x15 search area and min. BDM point 

is found among 9 points. If the minimum BDM point 

is found to be center of  search window, go to last step; 

otherwise go to next step. 

Step 2: Now, the search pattern will depend on the location of 

the previous minimum BDM point. 

a) If the min. BDM point is at the corner then additional five 

checking points are used. 

b) If the min. BDM point is at the middle of horizontal or 

vertical edge then additional three checking points are used. 

If the min. BDM point is found at the center of the search 

window, go to Step 4; otherwise go to Step 3. 

Step 3: The search pattern strategy will be same as Step 2, but 

if min. BDM point found to be center of the search 

window then it will go to Step 4. 

Step 4: The search window is now reduced to 3 x 3 and 8 

checking points is now considered surrounding 

min.BDM point. And again min. BDM point is found. 

4.2 Efficient Four-Step Search - Proposed 

Algorithm 

In efficient four step search, center biased characteristics is 

utilized. In first step 9 points are considered on 13x13 window 

at the center of 15x15 search area. Then min. BDM(Block 

Distortion Measure) point is computed from these 9 points. In 

second step 5 or 3 additional points are  
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  Fig.4 The flow chart for proposed algorithm 
added according to the location of min. BDM point. If BDM 

is vertex point then 5 points are added, while if BDM is edge 

point then 3 points are added.  The third step will be same as 

second. According to the location of min. BDM point, the 

center of search window is shifted according to position of 

BDM. In last step small cross shape pattern is designed 

around the BDM point. And if min. BDM point found at 

center, then search will stop.  

 

  Fig.5 The path used in E4SS 
There are two pattern used in E4SS. One is rectangular 9 

points and other is SCSP(small cross shaped pattern). Fig.5 

shows the path used in E4SS.             

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimentation is done on different standard databases 

like akiyo, traffic, football and soccer. Some user-defined 

databases like nature and rhinos. The results shows color 

conversion to different color spaces as color to YCbCr and then 

YCbCr to gray. Then image is decomposed using Quad-tree 

decomposition. And lastly image reconstruction is shown. 

1) Akiyo Video 

        

 

            

 

Fig.6: Process of Encoding - Akiyo video(Colored Reference 

frame, current frame , YCbCr, gray frame and quad-tree 

decomposition)   
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Fig.7: Image Reconstruction 
2) Soccer Video 

 

 

   

  

Fig.8 Process of Encoding - Soccer video (Colored 

Reference frame, current frame , YCbCr frame, gray 

frame and quad-tree decomposition) 

  

Fig.9 Image Reconstruction 

6. COMPARISION FOR DIFFERENT 

PARAMETERS 
There is a comparison among MSE per pixel and no. of 

frames, which is shown by a graph. The table is also shown 

for first 20 frames. The graph for MSE per pixel and frame 

no. is shown below in fig.12, which has very  

 

Fig.12: A comparison in 4SS and E4SS in football video 

less difference. But as no. of frames increases, the MSE per 

pixel also get effected and reduced for our algorithm. 

7. Conclusion 
There are many BMA algorithm used to detect the MV and 

partitioning technique. Combining two or more of these 

methods will produce a good result. In this work, an efficient 

method for block matching motion estimation is presented. 

Furthermore, the work present a system include a series of 

steps. First step is color conversion, which involves color to 

YCbCr., then YCbCr to Gray. Secondly, image partitioning 

using Quad-tree is presented. Third step is Sorting n--frames. 

Fourth is BMA - Efficient Four Step Search. Finally, Encoding 

algorithm is presented and decoding is the last processThe 

complexity of BMA is the main issue. The paper presented 

such a method which has better performance and less 

complexity as compared to 3SS, 4SS and N3SS.In future, an 

algorithm can be proposed, which can reduce the time to 

encode an image and then its decoding time. So that better 

efficiency and results can be seen. Moreover, the database of 

image can be made secure. 
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